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Reviewer's report:

Dear authors,

The topic of your study is really interesting and is an important issue to clear. However, I think, as you partially specified, that a retrospective collection of symptoms doesn't allow to precisely date the beginning of symptoms and not even it is possible to precisely correlate symptoms with subsequent onset of renal vasculitis. Moreover, in my opinion a precise diagnosis requires an histological diagnosis of renal vasculitis, with an histological scoring of glomerular, interstitial, tubular and vascular acute and chronic lesions. To assess the short and long term outcomes in terms of renal survival, proteinuria and patient survival it is of great importance to specify exactly the treatment course prescribed after the diagnosis, that in this work was not even mentioned. It is important to specify if in all patients that was the first episode of renal vasculitis and to specify the mean GFR before the onset of symptoms; it would be even interesting to describe for the study groups baseline data differentiating p-ANCA and c-ANCA associated vasculitis.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

No
Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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